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Study on Entropy and Similarity Measure for Fuzzy Set

Sang-Hyuk LEE†, Member, Keun Ho RYU††, Nonmember, and Gyoyong SOHN††a), Member

SUMMARY In this study, we investigated the relationship between
similarity measures and entropy for fuzzy sets. First, we developed fuzzy
entropy by using the distance measure for fuzzy sets. We pointed out that
the distance between the fuzzy set and the corresponding crisp set equals
fuzzy entropy. We also found that the sum of the similarity measure and
the entropy between the fuzzy set and the corresponding crisp set consti-
tutes the total information in the fuzzy set. Finally, we derived a similarity
measure from entropy and showed by a simple example that the maximum
similarity measure can be obtained using a minimum entropy formulation.
key words: similarity measure, distance measure, fuzzy entropy

1. Introduction

Average values and standard deviation analyze statistical in-
formation from different points of view when a heuristic ap-
proach is adopted, and hence, they are sometimes inconsis-
tent with each other. To analyze ambiguous data, we have to
consider a data set as a fuzzy set with a degree of member-
ship. Entropy and similarity analyses are essential for study-
ing the total data information of fuzzy sets. The characteri-
zation and quantification of fuzziness are important and af-
fect the management of uncertainty in the modeling and de-
sign of many systems. The fact that the entropy of a fuzzy
set is a measure of its fuzziness has been established by pre-
vious researchers [1]–[6]. Zadeh was the first to propose
fuzzy entropy as a measure of fuzziness; Pal and Pal an-
alyzed classical Shannon information entropy; Kosko con-
sidered the relationship between distance measure and fuzzy
entropy; Liu proposed axiomatic definitions of entropy, dis-
tance measures, and similarity measures and discussed the
relationships among these three concepts. Bhandari and Pal
presented a measure of fuzzy information for distinguishing
between fuzzy sets. Further, Ghosh used fuzzy entropy in
neural networks.

The degree of similarity between two or more data
sets has a central role in decision making, pattern classifi-
cation, etc., [7]–[10]. Thus far, numerous researchers have
carried out research on deriving similarity measures [11]–
[14]. Methods based on fuzzy numbers enable the simple
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derivation of similarity measures. However, derived similar-
ity measures are restricted to triangular or trapezoidal mem-
bership functions [11], [12]. In contrast, similarity measures
based on the distance measure are applicable to general
fuzzy membership functions, including nonconvex fuzzy
membership functions [13], [14].

The correlation between entropy and similarity for
fuzzy sets has been presented from various viewpoints [15].
Liu also proposed a relation between distance and similar-
ity measures; in his paper, the sum of distance and similar-
ity constitutes the total information [4]. In this paper, we
analyze the relationship between the entropy and similarity
measures for fuzzy sets and the corresponding numeric data
sets. We derive fuzzy entropy and similarity measures by
using the distance measure. We verify the total information
property, which combines the similarity and entropy mea-
sures. The fuzzy entropy between two comparative data sets
enables us to also obtain the similarity measure by using the
total information property.

In the following section, we discuss the relationship
between entropy and similarity for a fuzzy set. We obtain
the corresponding crisp set for a fuzzy set satisfying mini-
mum fuzzy entropy. We also discuss the previously obtained
fuzzy entropy and similarity measure. In Sect. 3, we derive
the procedure for obtaining the similarity measure from the
fuzzy entropy. Furthermore, the maximum similarity for a
fuzzy set is obtained in a simple example. The conclusions
are stated in Sect. 4.

2. Relation between Entropy and Similarity Measure

Data uncertainties are inherent to fuzzy sets with member-
ship functions. We have proposed that fuzzy entropy be used
to measure the uncertainties [13]. We require two compara-
tive sets to develop fuzzy entropy. One is a fuzzy set and the
other is the corresponding crisp set. On the basis of the def-
inition of fuzzy entropy, numerous fuzzy entropies are pre-
sented. The fuzzy membership function pair is illustrated in
Fig. 1. An analysis of the entropy for fuzzy set shows that
it is essential to consider the corresponding crisp set. Anear

represents the crisp set “near” fuzzy set A. The value of A0.5

is one when µA(x) ≥ 0.5 and is zero otherwise. Af ar is the
complement of Anear, i.e., AC

near = Af ar.
We proposed the fuzzy entropy of fuzzy set A with re-

spect to Anear as follows [13].

e(A, Anear)=d(A∩Anear[1]X)+d(A∪Anear[0]X)−1 (1)
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Fig. 1 Fuzzy membership function pairs of A and Anear = A0.5.

where d(A∩Anear[1]X) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 |µA∩Anear (xi)−1| is satisfied.

[0]X and [1]X are the fuzzy sets in which the value of the
membership functions are zero and one, respectively, for the
universe of discourse; d also satisfies the Hamming distance
measure.

Equation (1) does not give the normal fuzzy entropy.
The normal fuzzy entropy can be obtained by multiplying
the right-hand side of Eq. (1) by two, which satisfies maxi-
mal fuzzy entropy is one. The fuzzy entropy in Eq. (1) sat-
isfies for all value of crisp set Anear. Hence, A0.1 and A0.5

or some other A0.X can be satisfied. Now, it is interesting to
search for the value of A0.X that is a maximum or minimum.

Equation (1) is rewritten as follows:

e(A, Anear) = 2
∫ x

0
µA(x)dx + 2

∫ xmax

x
1 − µA(x)dx. (2)

Let d
dx MA(x) = µA(x); e(A, Anear) has been shown to be

e(A, Anear) = 2MA(x)|x0 + 2(xmax− x) − 2MA(x)|xmax
x .

The maxima or minima are obtained by differentiation:

d
dx

e(A, Anear) = 2µA(x) − 2 + 2µA(x).

Hence, it is clear that the point x satisfying d
dx e(A, Anear) = 0

is the critical point for the crisp set. This point is given by
µA(x) = 1/2, i.e., Anear = A0.5.

The fuzzy entropy between A and A0.5 has a minimum
value because e(A) attains maxima when the corresponding
crisp sets are A0.0 and Axmax . Hence, for a nonconvex and
symmetric fuzzy set, the minimum entropy of the fuzzy set
is equal to that of the crisp set A0.5. This indicates that the
corresponding crisp set that has the least uncertainty or the
greatest similarity with the fuzzy set is A0.5.

All the studies on similarity measures deal with deriva-
tions of similarity measures and applications in the distance-
measure-based computation of the degree of similarity. Liu
has also proposed an axiomatic definition of the similar-
ity measure [4]. The similarity measure ∀A, B ∈ F(X) and
∀D ∈ P(X) has the following four properties:

(S1)s(A, B) = s(B, A), ∀A, B ∈ F(X)

(S2)s(D,Dc) = 0, ∀D ∈ P(X)

(S3)s(C,C) = maxA,B∈F s(A, B), ∀C ∈ F(X)

(S4)∀A, B,C ∈ F(X), if A ⊂ B ⊂ C, then

s(A, B) ≥ s(A,C) and s(B,C) ≥ s(A,C)

where F(X) denotes a fuzzy set, and P(X) is a crisp set.
The proposed similarity measure between A and Anear

is presented in Theorem 2.1. We verify the usefulness of
this measure through a proof of this theorem.

Theorem 2.1 ∀A ∈ F(X) and the crisp set Anear in Fig. 1,

s(A, Anear) = d(A ∩ Anear, [0]X) + d(A ∪ Anear, [1]X) (3)

is a similarity measure.

Proof. (S1) follows from Eq. (3), and for crisp set D, it
is clear that s(D,DC) = 0. Hence, (S2) is satisfied. (S3)
indicates that the similarity measure of two identical fuzzy
sets s(C,C) attains the maximum value among various sim-
ilarity measures with different fuzzy sets A and B since
d(C∩C, [0]X)+d(C∪C, [1]X) represents the entire region in
Fig. 1. Finally, from d(A∩A1near, [0]X) ≥ d(A∩A2near, [0]X)
and d(A ∪ A1near, [1]X) ≥ d(A ∪ A2near, [1]X), A ⊂ A1near ⊂
A2near; it follows that

s(A, A1near)=d(A∩A1near, [0]X)+d(A∪A1near, [1]X)

≥d(A∩A2near, [0]X)+d(A∪A2near, [1]X)= s(A, A2near).

Similarly, s(A1near, A2near) ≥ s(A, A2near) is satisfied by
the inclusion properties d(A1near ∩ A2near, [0]X) ≥ d(A ∩
A2near, [0]X) and d(A1near∪A2near, [1]X) ≥ d(A∪A2near, [1]X).

�
The similarity in Eq. (3) represents the areas shared by two
membership functions. In our previous studies, we have pro-
posed other similarity measures between two arbitrary fuzzy
sets as follows [13], [14]:

For any two sets A, B ∈ F(X),

s(A, B) = 1 − d(A ∩ BC , [0]X) − d(A ∪ BC , [1]X) (4)

and

s(A, B) = 2 − d(A ∩ B, [1]X) − d(A ∪ B, [0]X) (5)

are similarity measures between set A and set B.
In Eqs. (4) and (5), fuzzy set B can be replaced by Anear.

In addition to those in Eqs. (4) and (5), numerous similarity
measures that satisfy the definition of a similarity measure
can be derived. From Fig. 1, the relationship between data
similarity and entropy for fuzzy set A with respect to Anear

can be determined on the basis of the total area. The total
area is one (universe of discourse × maximum membership
value = 1×1 = 1); it represents the total amount of informa-
tion. Hence, the total information comprises the similarity
measure and entropy measure, as shown in the following
equation:

s(A, Anear) + e(A, Anear) = 1 (6)

With the similarity measure in Eq. (5) and the total informa-
tion expression in Eq. (6), we obtain the following proposi-
tion:

Proposition 2.1 In Eq. (6), e(A, Anear) follows from the sim-
ilarity measure in Eq. (5):
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e(A, Anear) = 1 − s(A, Anear)

= d(A∩Anear, [1]X) + d(A∪Anear, [0]X) −1

The above fuzzy entropy is identical to that in Eq. (1). The
property given by Eq. (6) is also formulated as follows:

Theorem 2.2 The total information about fuzzy set A and
the corresponding crisp set Anear,

s(A, Anear) + e(A, Anear)

= d(A ∩ Anear, [0]X) + d(A ∪ Anear, [1]X)

+d(A ∩ Anear, [1]X) + d(A ∪ Anear, [0]X) − 1, (7)

equals one.

Proof. Eq. (7) implies that the sum of the similarity mea-
sure and fuzzy entropy equals one, which is the total area in
Fig. 1. In Eq. (7),

d(A ∩ Anear, [0]X) + d(A ∩ Anear, [1]X) = 1 and

d(A ∪ Anear, [1]X) + d(A ∪ Anear, [0]X) = 1.

Hence, s(A, Anear)+e(A, Anear)=1+1−1=1 is satisfied. �
Now, it is clear that the total information about fuzzy set A
comprises similarity and entropy measures with respect to
the corresponding crisp set.

3. Similarity Measure Design through Entropy

We obtain a similarity measure using fuzzy entropy different
from that in Eq. (1). The proposed fuzzy entropy is devel-
oped by using the Hamming distances between a fuzzy set
and the corresponding crisp set. The following result clearly
follows from Fig. 1:

e(A, Anear) = d(A, A ∩ Anear) + d(Anear, A ∩ Anear) (8)

Eq. (8) represents the difference between A and the corre-
sponding crisp set Anear. From Theorem 2.2, the following
similarity measure that satisfies Eq. (6) follows:

s(A, Anear)=1−d(A, A∩Anear)−d(Anear, A∩Anear) (9)

Here, it is interesting to determine whether Eq. (9) satisfies
the conditions for a similarity measure.

Proof. (S1) follows from Eq. (9). Furthermore, s(D,DC) =
1− d(D,D∩DC)− d(DC ,D∩DC) is zero because d(D,D∩
DC) + d(DC ,D ∩ DC) satisfies d(D, [0]X) + d(DC , [0]X) = 1.
Hence, (S2) is satisfied. (S3) is also satisfied since d(C,C ∩
C) + d(C,C ∩ C) = 0; hence, it follows that s(C,C) is a
maximum. Finally,

1 − d(A, A ∩ B) − d(B, A ∩ B) ≥
1 − d(A, A ∩C) − d(C, A ∩C)

because d(A, A∩B) = d(A, A∩C) and d(B, A∩B) ≤ d(C, A∩
C) are satisfied for A ⊂ B ⊂ C. The inequality s(B,C) ≥
s(A,C) is also satisfied in a similar manner. �
Now, by using Eq. (9), we obtain the maximum similarity
measure for the fuzzy set. In our previous result, the mini-
mum fuzzy entropy could be obtained when we considered

Table 1 Similarity measure between fuzzy set and corresponding crisp
set.

the entropy between the fuzzy sets A and A0.5. Hence, it is
obvious that the obtained similarity

s(A, A0.5) = 1 − d(A, A ∩ A0.5) − d(A0.5, A ∩ A0.5) (10)

represents the maximum similarity measure.
Let us consider the next fuzzy set with membership

function A = {x, µA(x)}:
{(0, 0), (0.1, 0.2), (0.2, 0.4), (0.3, 0.7), (0.4, 0.9), (0.5, 1),

(0.6, 0.9), (0.7, 0.7), (0.8, 0.4), (0.9, 0.2), (1, 0)}.
The fuzzy entropy and similarity measures calculated using
Eqs. (8) and (9) are given in Table 1.

The similarity measure for s(A, A0.5) is calculated by
using the following equation:

s(A, A0.5) = 1 − 1/10(0.2 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 0.2)

−1/10(0.3 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.3) = 0.8.

The remaining similarity measures are calculated in a simi-
lar manner.

4. Conclusions

Analysis methods for entropy and similarity in fuzzy sets
were studied. Fuzzy entropies for fuzzy sets were devel-
oped by considering the crisp set “near” the fuzzy set. The
minimum entropy can be obtained when the crisp set satis-
fies Anear = A0.5. The similarity measure between the fuzzy
set and the corresponding crisp set was also derived using
the distance measure. Furthermore, we have verified the
property that sum of fuzzy entropy and similarity measure
between fuzzy set and corresponding crisp set is equal to
a constant value. We have also derived the similarity mea-
sure using fuzzy entropy and illustrated the calculation of
the maximum similarity between the fuzzy set and the cor-
responding crisp set by presenting a simple example.
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